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The author describes how various kinds of computer-related losses might or
might not be covered by two major categories of insurance: traditional
products, such as comprehensive general liability (CGL) polices, and newly
available “cypber-liability” policies.
In determining whether loss of computer data is covered under a traditional
first- party policy, a key issue is whether the incident is construed as direct
loss or damage to property. Courts have split on the issue, so jurisdiction
and policy details become important considerations.
For third-party (or liability) coverage, the author cites cases that have gone
both ways. A data consultant who lost a data tape was covered, while a
software vendor whose product caused loss of data was not. In one case,
coverage was found where an insured party’s advertising infringed a
competitor’s intellectual property rights.
In 2001, the standard CGL insurance form was revised to exclude electronic
data from the definition of covered property. In 2004 the insurance industry
introduced new forms of coverage that specifically addressed “data liability.”
However, it’s important to bear in mind that many policies still in effect are
not bound by these forms.
New policies now exist that specifically address risks related to information
technology. Companies evaluating these products should consider such
issues as coverage limits, exclusions and what specifically will trigger
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business interruption coverage.
Even if electronic data is excluded from the definition of “property,” verify
coverage for loss of use of computer hardware.
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